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Low-Voltage Low-Power CMOS Current ConveyorsSpringer, 2003

	Research in analog integrated circuits has recently gone in the direction

	of low-voltage (LV)‚ low-power (LP) design‚ especially in the environment of

	portable systems where a low supply voltage‚ given by a single-cell battery‚ is

	used. These LV circuits have to show also a reduced power consumption to...
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Music in the Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries (Western Music in Context: A Norton History)W W Norton, 2013

	The music of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries in its cultural, social, and intellectual contexts.


	Joseph Auner's Music in the Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries explores the sense of possibility unleashed by the era's destabilizing military conflicts, social upheavals, and technological...
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Practical Artistry: Light & Exposure for Digital PhotographersO'Reilly, 2008
You may be passionate about photography, and own a digital SLR with perhaps more advanced equipment as well. But do the photographs you take with this powerful equipment come out as well as you'd like?
  
  With this fascinating and beautifully illustrated book, you learn how to apply the techniques and principles of classic photography...
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Master Handbook of AcousticsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
What makes a book a classic? More than anything, a classic book is one that we know and trust, a well-used book with dog-eared covers and underlined passages. Without question, Mr. Everest’s The Master Handbook of Acoustics qualifies as a classic. It was extremely well received when the first edition appeared in 1981, and strong reader demand...
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Cracked Media: The Sound of MalfunctionMIT Press, 2009
In a small warehouse gallery space in the center of Sydney a noise turntablist, Lucas Abela, stands over a stack of vinyl that is bolted to the rotary device of an industrial sewing machine. Instead of spinning the records at 33 or 45 revolutions per minute this “turntable” spins the records at up to 2,850 revolutions per minute. The...
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Advanced Digital Signal Processing and Noise ReductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Signal processing plays an increasingly central role in the development of modern telecommunication and information processing systems, with a wide range of applications in areas such as multimedia technology, audio-visual signal processing, cellular mobile communication, radar systems and financial data forecasting. The theory and application of...
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Tools of Radio Astronomy (Astronomy and Astrophysics Library)Springer, 2013

	This 6th edition of “Tools of Radio Astronomy”, the most used introductory text in radio astronomy, has been revised to reflect the current state of this important branch of astronomy. This includes the use of satellites, low radio frequencies, the millimeter/sub-mm universe, the Cosmic Microwave Background and the increased...
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The Photoshop Elements 10 Book for Digital Photographers (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2011

	This book breaks new ground by doing something for digital photographers that’s never been done before—it cuts through the bull and shows you exactly “how to do it.” It’s not a bunch of theory; it doesn’t challenge you to come up with your own settings or figure things out on your own. Instead, it does...
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Robust Data Mining (SpringerBriefs in Optimization)Springer, 2012

	Data uncertainty is a concept closely related with most real life applications that involve data collection and interpretation. Examples can be found in data acquired with biomedical instruments or other experimental techniques. Integration of robust optimization in the existing data mining techniques aim to create new algorithms resilient to...
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LNA-ESD Co-Design for Fully Integrated CMOS Wireless Receivers (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2005
LNA-ESD Co-Design for Fully Integrated CMOS Wireless Receivers fits in the quest for complete CMOS integration of wireless receiver front-ends. With a combined discussion of both RF and ESD performance, it tackles one of the final obstacles on the road to CMOS integration. The book is conceived as a design guide for those actively involved in the...
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Photoshop CS6 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	A dobe Photoshop is one of the most important computer programs of our age. It’s made photo editing a commonplace thing, something for the everyperson. Still, Photoshop can be a scary thing (especially that first purchase price!), comprising a jungle of menus and panels and tools and options and shortcuts as well as a bewildering...
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Digital Front-End in Wireless Communications and Broadcasting: Circuits and Signal ProcessingCambridge University Press, 2011

	Covering everything from signal processing algorithms to integrated circuit design, this complete guide to digital front-end is invaluable for professional engineers and researchers in the fields of signal processing, wireless communication and circuit design. Showing how theory is translated into practical technology, it covers all the...
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